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Follow the
Dark Horse
A L O O K AT T H O S E W H O B L A Z E
THEIR OWN TRAILS AND HOW THIS
N E E D S T O A P P LY T O S T U D E N T S

STORY BY LORY HOUGH

When Lecturer TODD ROSE, ED.M.’01,
ED.D.’07, cofounder of Populace and the
Laboratory for the Science of Individuality, was struggling in school as a teen,
his father gave him advice that had a
big impact on him then: Find out what
motivates you and stay close to that.
This advice came into play again,
more recently, when Rose set out to
write a book that looks at people who
achieved success despite not following
the “standard formula” for doing well.
A fast-food worker who taught herself
about galaxies and stars and became
a noted astronomer. A bar owner who
pivoted midcareer and became a successful tailor. What Rose found is that
these dark horses, the winners no one
saw coming, became successful by doing exactly what Rose’s dad suggested
— they found their motivation and then
did something with it on their own terms.
What he also discovered interviewing a
range of people for Dark Horse is that
there isn’t one defining character trait
all dark horses share, like a desire to be
a rebel. Instead, he found one common
thread: Dark horses are fulfilled.
How does this translate to students?
Unfortunately, Rose says, “we spend
a lot of time telling children what they
should care about and very little time
helping them discover that for themselves. That has to change if we are
serious about helping our children live
meaningful and fulfilling lives.”
Rose says that too often, schools —
even schools that have moved toward
a personalized approach to learning
— still make the mistake of framing the
value of personalization as more of the
same definition of “succeeding.”
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“We define success narrowly as good grades, good SAT
scores, and getting into a good college,” he says. “As a result, we end up forcing our children to try and be the same
as everyone else, only better. This cookie-cutter view of
success limits our ability to develop the diverse talent that
we need to thrive as a society, and it hurts our children.”
It’s partly why Rose wasn’t surprised when the recent
college cheating scandal broke.
“This is the natural consequence of forcing everyone into
the same definition of success; We are constantly competing
to be the same as everyone else, only a little better,” he says.
“And as long as we are going to define success as your SAT
score and what college you went to, there will be cheating,
corruption, and unhappy children.”
Unfortunately, the field of education has been slow to
change that limited definition, he says.
“In fields that have made more progress in personalization, there has been an obvious incentive to do so.
In business, there is usually a profit incentive to personalize
products and services,” he says. “In medicine, since we now
know there is no such thing as an average patient, there is
a clear moral imperative to move beyond one-size-fits-all
approaches and embrace individuality and personalization.”
When it comes to education, Rose says, “I think most
people believe that personalization is probably better for
their kids, but it takes plenty of kids having gone through
personalized learning environments to really show why
they are essential.”
One simple thing that adults can do now to turn the tide
and change our view of success is stop asking kids what
they want to be when they grow up.
“We think that it is helping them grow up when in reality it is just as likely to teach them to focus on what other
people think they should do and be,” he says. “Obviously it
is important that our children have a sense of direction, but
that is different than prematurely deciding on a destination
for our lives. Instead, I think it is far more important that
our children understand who they are and understand what
matters most and what truly motivates them. Eventually
kids will arrive at a place where they know the kind of career
and life they want, but they will have come to that based on
their own internal compass rather than what society is telling them they should be, and this will make all the difference in terms of fulfillment.”

LISTEN TO ROSE DISCUSS DARK HORSE ON THE
HARVARD EDCAST: GSE.HARVARD.EDU/EDCAST
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“They aren’t wrong.”
Professor JAL MEHTA and SARAH FINE, ED.M.’13, ED.D.’17, authors
of In Search of Deeper Learning, commenting on the most
common word American teenagers pick to describe how they
feel in school: bored. (The New York Times)

No Need
for Speed
S T U D Y S H O W S T H AT F A S T E R
I S N ’ T N E C E S S A R I LY B E T T E R W H E N
IT COMES TO LEARNING

S TO RY BY LO RY H O U G H

ow often have we heard
someone say, “She’s a fast
learner,” implying with
their statement that faster means
smarter? After studying how
the brain learns, PARISA ROUHANI,
ED.M.’10 ED.D.’19, had a feeling that
this assumption, which is built
into the foundation of education,
just wasn’t right. So she tested it
out on a group of ninth graders for
her dissertation. Rouhani, vice
president and cofounder (with
TODD ROSE) of the think tank Populace, recently spoke to Ed. about
her findings, the myth of the average, and what’s more important
than speed.
What did your study show?
What I found is that speed does
not predict ability. Students who
progressed through the course
more quickly did not perform
better, nor did the students
who took longer. There was no
meaningful relationship between time and performance.
Some students who did well
in the course took a long time
while others did not. I also ex-

amined whether a student’s
speed is stable. Can we expect
that faster students will be consistently faster throughout the
semester or across different subject matters? The answer is no.
Why is this assumption
problematic?
Describing someone as a “fast
learner” or “quick to get it” is intended to suggest that the person
is smart, because we have bought
into this idea that speed tells us
something about ability. What
my study reveals is that the assumptions that we perpetuate in
our language, and have built in
to our standardized educational
systems, are not actually true.
By leaving these assumptions
in place, we are artificially constraining students. We are creating barriers to learning, and
perpetuating the belief that not
all students are capable.
Is this thinking common?
This assumption is so commonplace that in order to get more
time on exams you need to be

